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FOOD SECURITY, PRODUCTIVITY
AND
GENDER INEQUALITY

Bina Agarwal
ABSTRACT

This paper examines the relationship between gender inequality and food security, with a particular focus on women as food producers, consumers, and family food managers. It sets the discussion against the backdrop of the recent food crises, the vulnerabilities created by regional concentrations of food production, imports and exports, the feminization of agriculture, and the projected effect of climate change on crop yields. It examines the constraints women face as farmers in terms of their access to land, credit, production inputs, technology, and markets. Bridging productivity differentials between male and female farmers, by helping women overcome production constraints, would significantly increase agricultural output. This becomes an imperative, given the feminization of agriculture. The paper spells out the mechanisms, especially institutional, for overcoming the constraints and inequalities women face as producers, consumers, and home food managers. Institutionally, a group approach to farming would, for instance, help women and other small holders enhance their access to land and inputs, benefit from economies of scale, and increase their bargaining power. Other innovative solutions discussed here include the creation of public land banks that empower the small holder and the setting up of resource centres that cater especially to small women farmers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Of the many global challenges we face today, perhaps the most significant and of the longest duration is that of providing food security and eliminating hunger. This challenge is compounded by developments such as the rise and volatility of food prices; the shift from foodcrops to biofuels in major food exporting countries; the neglect of agriculture in many developing countries, especially in terms of investment in infrastructure; and the looming threat of climate change with its predicted adverse effects on food production.

These developments are both cause for serious concern and an opportunity for change, since there is now a renewed global interest in agriculture to reduce the constraints to economic growth and improve food security. There is also a growing recognition of the need to tap the potential of small farmers, a vast number of whom are women. For sustainability we need long-term efforts to increase production, stabilize food availability, and improve distribution. Here the role of women as farmers, as consumers, and as family food managers can prove pivotal.

Food security requires both the availability of adequate food and economic and physical access to what is available. The quality of food (e.g. adequate micronutrients) is also important. In each respect, women play a critical role. They are major food producers and hence significant contributors to food availability. Their access to food has an important bearing on their own and their family’s food security. And nutritional quality is of particular importance for women, given their special needs during pregnancy and lactation.

This paper examines the relationship between gender inequality and food security with a particular focus on the following dimensions: (1) women as food producers, the production constraints they face as farmers, and the potential for increasing agricultural output globally if the constraints are overcome; (2) women as consumers and key managers of food in the home, and the implications of their unequal access to food; and (3) the mechanisms, especially institutional, for overcoming the constraints and inequalities women face as producers, consumers, and family food managers. Before focusing on the gender dimensions, however, I outline some general factors that impinge on the question of food security today.
2. SOME GENERAL FACTORS

A key factor, which has an important bearing on long-term prospects of global food security, is the regional concentration of foodgrain production and exports. In 2008, Asian farmers produced 90 per cent of the world’s rice and around 40 per cent of its wheat and total cereals. But most Asian countries consume what they produce, and the exports come from only a few. Sixty-five per cent of all cereal exports came from North America and Europe (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Production, exports and imports of total cereals, 2008 (%)

Source: Based on FAO statistics (http://faostat.fao.org)

This regional concentration makes food deficit regions over-dependent on certain countries. It also leaves food importing countries vulnerable to policies in the exporting countries. For instance, if the latter shift large areas from foodgrains to biofuels, or manage their agriculture inefficiently, or cut exports to deal with their own needs, or do little to control speculative hoarding, the impact would be felt by the importing countries. Adverse weather conditions can compound these other effects. In fact, these are exactly the kinds of factors that underlay the 2007–08 price rise, when the food price index rose by nearly 40
per cent relative to 9 per cent in 2006 (von Braun 2008). The adverse effects of this price rise fell on foodgrain importing countries and on net buyers of foodgrains within countries (Quisumbing et al. 2008; see also von Braun 2008-09). The worst affected were the poor, especially women and children. By World Bank estimates, the price rise added 105 million to the poor, mostly in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa (Ivanic and Will 2008). Although the 2007–08 price spike was especially dramatic, the overall upward trend in prices continues and is cause for major concern globally, as is the prospect of price volatility.

To these short-term factors, we need to add long-term ones such as (1) dietary shifts toward meat and milk with rising incomes in developing countries, leading to a higher demand for grain to feed livestock and the land to grow it; (2) rising world population, which is predicted to be nine billion by 2050; and (3) neglect of agriculture in developing countries over a long period, reflected especially (as mentioned) in falling public investment in agricultural infrastructure and services.

In addition, we have the predicted adverse effects of climate change on foodgrain production. The impact is expected to be especially negative in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. Assessments by the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) in Washington DC, for instance, show that in 2050, climate change relative to the no-climate-change scenario could lower production of rice, wheat, and maize by around 14 per cent, 49 per cent, and 9 per cent respectively in South Asia; and by 15 per cent, 36 per cent, and 7 per cent respectively in sub-Saharan Africa (IFPRI 2009). Indeed, climate change, coupled with growing demand for food as populations and incomes grow, is also expected to trigger price rise in the major staples—rice, wheat, and maize. These price increases need not translate to increased production, given supply side constraints faced by small producers, who constitute a vast proportion of farmers in developing countries. Also, higher feed prices will raise meat prices. Extraordinary efforts are needed to meet the food security demands of the estimated nine billion people by 2050—without climate change. With climate change, this is even more imperative. If food output lags behind population, per capita calories available in the developing world in 2050 will be lower than in 2000. By some estimates, this could result in 20 per cent higher child malnutrition than would be the case with the no-climate-change scenario (IFPRI 2009). Indeed, even with the best efforts at mitigating climate change, the poor, and especially women and children, are

---

2 Halving meat consumption in the OECD countries, Brazil, and China by 2030 could free an estimated 200 million hectares or more of livestock-raising land globally which, if used for non-meat food production, could substantially improve food and nutrition security in developing countries. (Presentation by Mark Rosegrant, Agriculture–Nutrition–Health Linkages conference, New Delhi, February 2011)

3 IFPRI gives various scenarios for (spatially disaggregated) temperature rise, precipitation, and so on. The illustrative estimates cited here are based on data from the National Centre for Atmospheric Research (which uses IPCC information) and do not adjust for ‘carbon dioxide fertilization’. Adjusted estimates still give adverse predictions (albeit less so) for yields of major crops in developing countries.
likely to suffer disproportionately. The gender factor is, in fact, a critical one as we look toward the future, since women are significant food producers as well as consumers and home food managers.

3. WOMEN AS FOOD PRODUCERS

Agriculture today contributes less than 10 per cent of the GDP of most countries, but continues to be a major source of employment and livelihoods in many. This is especially so in Asia and Africa where the percentage of workers in agriculture remains close to 60 (Figure 2). This divergence in major developing regions between agriculture’s GDP contribution and the population it supports means that many are trapped in low-productivity livelihoods. And this trap is gendered, given women’s disproportionate dependence on agriculture for a living and its growing feminization.

Figure 2: Percentage of total labour force in agriculture

Source: Based on FAO statistics (http://faostat.fao.org)
Women workers depend much more on agriculture for survival than male workers, due to their lesser access to non-farm jobs. In Africa, for instance, in 2008, 63 per cent of female workers relative to 48 per cent of male workers depended on agriculture-based livelihoods. For Asia, the percentages were 57 for females and 48 for males (Figures 3 and 4). Women also constitute a substantial proportion of the total agricultural labour force. In Asia, for instance, 43 per cent of all farm workers in 2008 were female, with percentages as high as 52 in Cambodia and the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, 50 in Bangladesh, 49 in Vietnam, and 48 in China. In the world’s major rice-producing and -exporting regions, therefore, almost half the agricultural work force was female. In Africa, again, women form almost 50 per cent of agricultural workers. Moreover, based on time use data for parts of sub-Saharan Africa, India, and China, Doss (2010: 9) finds that women contribute 60–70 per cent of the total labour needed to bring food to the table in developing countries, if we aggregate the time spent on food production, processing, and preparation.

**Figure 3:** Female agricultural labourers as a percentage of economically active females

![Chart showing percentage of females in agricultural labor by region.](http://faostat.fao.org)
Figure 4: Male agricultural labourers as a percentage of economically active males

Indeed, dependence on women’s work in agriculture is not only high but growing. Men have been moving to non-farm jobs to a much greater extent than women. Over the past four decades, in all parts of the world except Europe, women workers have been rising as a proportion of the total agricultural work force—in some cases gradually, as in Asia, and in other cases substantially, as in Oceania and South America (Figure 4). In other words, we are seeing a move toward the feminization of agriculture (defined here as a rise in the proportion of women in the total agricultural work force, even if the absolute proportion remains half or below). Clearly, the agrarian transition—the shift of workers from agriculture to industry and services, and from rural to urban areas—that is expected with development has been notably gendered.

Source: Based on FAO statistics (http://faostat.fao.org)
To revive and sustain agricultural growth as well as adapt to or mitigate climate change, the role of women farmers will thus be central. How effectively they can contribute, however, will depend crucially on their having secure rights in the land they cultivate as well as access to credit and inputs such as fertilizers, irrigation, technology, information on new agricultural practices, and marketing infrastructure.

4. GENDERED PRODUCTION CONSTRAINTS

Women farmers face a wide range of gender-specific constraints that affect their productive potential as agricultural workers. First, like the majority of male farmers in developing countries, women operate small farms (in most of South Asia, 80 per cent of farmers cultivate under two hectares). Landlessness has also been growing. Women, in any case, have historically been largely landless, in that most own little or no land themselves. A vast proportion works as unpaid labourers on family farms, or as labourers on the fields of others, or under insecure tenure arrangements on land obtained through the family or
markets (World Bank 2007: 80). In most regions, ‘self-employed’ women are typically those working on family farms owned by spouses or male relatives rather than by the women themselves.

Although few countries collect country-level gender-disaggregated data on land or asset ownership, information gleaned from those that do, and from small-scale studies in others, shows a substantial gender inequality. In most of South Asia, except Sri Lanka, for instance, few women own land (Agarwal 1994). In Nepal—a rare country which collected information on landownership by gender in its 2001 census—women were found to own land in only 14 per cent of landowning rural households (Allendorf 2007). In India, although there are no comprehensive data for ownership holdings, the Agricultural Census of 1995–96 shows that women held only 9.5 per cent of all operational (i.e. cultivated) land holdings (GoI 1995-96). In rural China, women constitute an estimated 70 per cent of the landless, since they are not allotted use rights in community land under the household responsibility system when they relocate on marriage or divorce (Li 2003: 4).

Within Asia as a whole, the gender gap in access to land is much larger in South Asia than in Southeast Asia; and within South Asia the gap is larger in the northern belt (northwest India, Bangladesh and Pakistan) than in south India and Sri Lanka (Agarwal 1994). Underlying these regional variations are differences in laws, culture (especially post-marital residence: distant marriages reduce access), ecology-linked cropping patterns (e.g. women’s work contribution is more visible in rice than in wheat cultivation), ethnic and religious diversity, political freedoms, and overall development. In Africa again, we see substantial gender gaps. In Ghana, women hold land in only 10 per cent of the households relative to 16-23 per cent among men (Deere and Doss 2006). In Kenya, women constitute 5 per cent of registered landholders. In Latin America too, there are notable gender inequalities in land ownership (Deere and de Leon 2001; Lastarria-Cornhiel and Manji 2010). But even when women have access to land, their control over it (in terms of rights to lease, mortgage, sell, or use as collateral) tends to be more restricted than men’s.\footnote{See e.g. Agarwal (1994) for South Asia, and Saito et al. (1994) for Nigeria and Kenya. When household heads were excluded from the sample, Saito et al. (1994: 48) found that a substantially lower percentage of female than male farmers had rights to even improve the land, with implications for their relative productivity.}

A comparison of land held by male and female-headed households is also revealing. Household surveys, compiled by the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) for 20 countries, show that male-headed households (MHHs) operate much larger farms on average than female-headed households (FHHs). In Bangladesh, Ecuador, and Pakistan, for instance, the farm size of male household heads is twice that of female household heads. Moreover, Anriquez (2010) finds that rural FHHs have a higher share of elderly dependents (over 64 years of age) while rural MHHs have a higher share of child dependents. Female-headed households are thus likely to be more labour-constrained than MHHs who would...
have access to youth labour as the children grow to adulthood.

Second, there are well-documented gender inequalities and male biases in women farmers’ access to technical information, credit, extension services, critical inputs such as fertilizers and water, and marketing (World Bank 2009; FAO 2011; Peterman et al. 2009). Membership in rural cooperatives that provide inputs is also predominantly male, in most countries (see Saito et al. 1994, among others). In addition, there are significant gender differences in the tools owned by male and female farmers. In Kenya, for instance, the value of farm equipment owned by FHHs was found to be half that owned by MHHs (Saito et al. 1994: 23). In Gambia, under 1 per cent of women farmers are found to own a weeder, seeder or multiuse agricultural implement compared with 12 per cent, 27 per cent, and 18 per cent respectively of male farmers (cited in Peterman et al. 2009: 28).

Third, women face social restrictions in public participation and mobility in many regions (such as in northern South Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa). This adversely affects their ability to freely procure inputs or sell their produce or hire labour. In other words, it restricts their ability to function fully as farmers (Agarwal 1994; FAO 2011; World Bank 2009).

Fourth, these constraints in turn restrict women’s ability to take advantage of opportunities for higher value production. Lack of secure land rights and other resources can exclude women farmers from contract farming arrangements, as research in Kenya and Senegal shows (Dolan 2001, Maertens and Swinnen 2009). And in family farms where men hold the contracts, women tend to face heavier workloads while men control the cash generated (Collins 1993; FAO 2011). Women are also less able to adopt high yielding crop varieties and improved management systems due to poorer access to extension services (see Doss 2001, for Africa).

What impact do these constraints have on farm productivity?

5. GENDER DIFFERENCES IN FARM PRODUCTIVITY

A substantial body of available evidence indicates that gender inequalities in access to land, agricultural inputs, and support systems can significantly affect farm productivity. The effects are especially revealing in contexts where men and women cultivate both separate and joint plots, as is common in sub-Saharan Africa. For this region, a fair number of studies have measured productivity differences between male and female farmers (Table 1). The studies vary in their methodologies, and in what they measure (individual crop yields, all farm output, or farm incomes), but all of them are based on medium to large samples and statistical analysis. Typically, the comparison is between female and MHHs, but a few studies measure differences between plots managed by men and women within the same extended household.
Table 1: Gender differences in agricultural productivity/efficiency: A summary of existing studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Author and Year</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Crop(s)</th>
<th>Productivity/Efficiency Differences</th>
<th>Differences Attributable to Constraints Faced by Women Farmers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA RELATED STUDIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin (Central)</td>
<td>Kinkingninhou-Médagbé et al (2008)</td>
<td>50 farmers from an irrigated rice scheme (and 145 farmers in total)</td>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>Women's yields are 27 per cent below those of male farmers in one season.</td>
<td>Women lack timely access to ploughing, planting and transportation services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso (Subnational)</td>
<td>Udry et al (1995)</td>
<td>ICRISAT sample survey covering 150 households and 4,655 plots over four years</td>
<td>All crops, sorghum and vegetables</td>
<td>Women's yield is 18 per cent lower than that of men for all crops, 40 per cent less for sorghum and 20 per cent less for vegetables.</td>
<td>Women use less inputs, especially fertilizers. Overall output could be increased by 10–20 per cent with a reallocation of inputs between male and female plots.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso (Subnational and National)</td>
<td>Akresh (2008)</td>
<td>ICRISAT sample survey used by Udry et al (1995) and a nationally representative survey of 2,406 farms in 1990/91</td>
<td>Millet-Sorghum and Cotton-rice-fonio</td>
<td>Women are 32 per cent less efficient in ICRISAT areas, just under 7 per cent less efficient in near-ICRISAT areas, and equally efficient in other areas.</td>
<td>No information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon (Southern)</td>
<td>Kumase et al (2008)</td>
<td>Survey covering 1,030 cocoa farmers in 2007</td>
<td>Cocoa</td>
<td>Similar productivity of male and female farmers. With equal access to inputs and extension women would be slightly more productive.</td>
<td>Women have less access to inputs and extension services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia (Central Highlands)</td>
<td>Tiruneh et al (2001)</td>
<td>180 HHs</td>
<td>All farm output</td>
<td>Value of gross output per hectare: FHHs obtain 35 per cent less than MHHs.</td>
<td>Women use less inputs and have lower access to extension services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana (Akwapim)</td>
<td>Goldstein and Udry (2008)</td>
<td>____</td>
<td>Maize-cassava</td>
<td>Wives achieve lower profits than their husbands.</td>
<td>Women have insecure land tenure leading to less investment in land fertility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>Crops</td>
<td>Productivity Differences</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya (Subnational)</td>
<td>Saito et al (1994)</td>
<td>750 HHs with plot specific information. Regression for 494 plots. Three districts covered in 1989/90.</td>
<td>Maize, beans and cowpeas</td>
<td>Men's mean gross value of output per hectare is 8.4 per cent higher than that of women. The gender dummy is statistically insignificant.</td>
<td>Gender differences in productivity are attributable to gender difference in input use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya (Western)</td>
<td>Moock (1976)</td>
<td>152 farmers</td>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>Yields on female plots are lower, but the difference is not statistically significant. Women would produce 6.6 per cent more output than men, everything else being equal.</td>
<td>Productivity differences due to lower inputs by women, in particular of chemical fertilizer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya (Western)</td>
<td>Alene et al (2008)</td>
<td>800 HHs</td>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>FHHs obtain yields that are 23 per cent lower than those of MHHs (not indicated whether the difference is statistically significant).</td>
<td>Yield differences largely due to women's lower access to land and education. After controlling for these factors, women and men are equally efficient, technically and allocatively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya (Western)</td>
<td>Ongaro (1990)</td>
<td>257 smallholder farmers</td>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>Women obtain about 16 per cent lower yields than male farmers.</td>
<td>Women use substantially lower amounts of fertilizer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Bindlish &amp; Evenson (1993)</td>
<td>675 farm HHs in 7 representative districts</td>
<td>All farm output</td>
<td>Dummy for gender of head is not statistically significant.</td>
<td>No information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi (National)</td>
<td>Gilbert et al (2002)</td>
<td>1,385 farmers</td>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>Male plots have 12-19 per cent higher maize yields.</td>
<td>Women's plots have lower input use, notably fertilizer and labour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Sample Size/Year</td>
<td>Crop(s)</td>
<td>Gender Differences</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria (Ondo &amp; Ogun States)</td>
<td>Timothy and Adeoti (2006)</td>
<td>287 small-scale cassava farmers; data for 2004.</td>
<td>Cassava output</td>
<td>Women are slightly more technically efficient but less allocatively efficient.</td>
<td>Women underutilize inputs, and/or purchase inputs of different quality or prices than men.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria (Osun State)</td>
<td>Oladeebo &amp; Fajuyigbe (2007)</td>
<td>100 farmers; data for 2002/03.</td>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>Female farmers have 66 per cent lower rice yields than male farmers.</td>
<td>Gender differences are attributable to differences in input levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria (Oyo State)</td>
<td>Saito et al (1994)</td>
<td>720 HH and plot specific data for 1989/90. Regression analysis for 226 HHs &amp; 1175 plots.</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Dummy for gender of plot user is statistically insignificant for household level analysis. However, dummy for the gender of plot manager is 0.56 and statistically significant for plot level regressions.</td>
<td>No information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal (Upper Senegal River Valley)</td>
<td>Lilja et al (1998)</td>
<td>135 rice farmers in the Upper Senegal River Valley in 1998.</td>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>Female farmer’s rice yields are 20 per cent below those of male farmers.</td>
<td>Women are constrained in terms of their lower access to inputs, the intensity and timing of input use, timely weeding and guarding the fields against birds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe (3 rural areas)</td>
<td>Horrell and Krishnan (2007)</td>
<td>300 HHs; data for 2001.</td>
<td>Maize, Groundnuts, Roundnuts, &amp; Cotton</td>
<td>Dummy for female-headed HHs is significant only for cotton. Large differences in yields obtained by male and female-headed HHs.</td>
<td>FHHs are disadvantaged in input quality, timely access to inputs and differences in experience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ASIA RELATED STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Sample Size/Year</th>
<th>Crop(s)</th>
<th>Gender Differences</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China (Six rural provinces)</td>
<td>Zhang et al (2004)</td>
<td>1,199 HHs; data for 2000</td>
<td>All crops, rice, wheat and maize</td>
<td>Women-run farms are as efficient as those run by men.</td>
<td>No information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea, Republic of</td>
<td>Jamison &amp; Lau (1982)</td>
<td>1,363 mechanized farms</td>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>Dummy for male HH head is statistically significant and positive.</td>
<td>No information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** HH: household; FHH: female-headed household; MHH: male-headed household.  
**Source:** Compiled by author from information provided by the SOFA Gender Equity team, in particular Teri Raney and Andre Croppenstedt, FAO, Rome, 2011.
The findings are notable. Several studies find no statistically significant difference in managerial efficiency by the gender of the farmer, in terms of crop yields or production. Some show mixed effects, with no significant impact at the household level but significant impact by the gender of the plot manager (see e.g. Saito et al. 1994 for Nigeria). The majority of studies, however, find lower yields on women’s plots/farms. This is not attributable, however, to women’s lesser capability as farmers but to one or more of the following constraints: women’s lower access to inputs, especially fertilizers; insecure land rights; lower access to male labour, oxen, and extension services; and difficulties in ensuring timely ploughing, weeding, or transportation. A few studies also demonstrate that if women had access to the same inputs and extension services as men, they would have higher outputs than male farmers. In Kenya, Dey (1992) found maize yields to be almost 7 per cent more on female-managed farms than on male-managed ones, when they had the same access to extension. In Burkina Faso, Udry et al. (1995) estimated that output could be increased by 10–15 per cent if factors of production (such as manure and fertilizers) were reallocated from men’s plots to women’s plots in the same household. Quisumbing (1996) concludes that if Kenyan women farmers had had the same access as male farmers to agricultural inputs and experience, their crop yields could have been raised by up to 23 per cent. This could have led to a doubling of Kenya’s GDP growth rate from 4.3 per cent to 8.3 per cent in 2004 (World Bank 2009: 16).

There can also be an intra-household incentive effect if women control the products of their labour. In Kenya, for instance, the introduction of weeding technology in maize production raised yields on women’s plots by 56 per cent where women controlled the output, and only by 15 per cent on the men’s plots where too women weeded but men got the proceeds (Elson 1995). Since men tend to use more inputs and should therefore produce more output, this substantial difference may be seen as a disincentive effect when women do not receive compensation for their efforts within the family.

Studies in Asia are more sparse, but existing ones show that women farmers are as productive as male farmers (Table 1) or would be as productive with the same access to inputs and services (see Thapa 2008 for Nepal). Also illustrative is a rare study from rural India that examined the productive efficiency of men and women in using potato-digging equipment. It found women to be several times more productive, by all the measures used: women and men took 69 and 185 hours respectively for the same job, and women’s potato-digging yield rate was 23.9 kg per 20 metre while men’s was 18.2 kg per metre (Agarwal 1983: 56). Moreover, in South Asia, groups of women, farming collectively, have helped to bring large tracts of fallow land under cultivation and enhanced household and community food security (see Agarwal 2003 and Section 7 of this paper).

The overwhelming conclusion derived from the existing body of work is therefore two-fold. On the one hand, if women had the same access to inputs as men, production would increase substantially on their farms. According to FAO’s 2011 State of Food and Agriculture
Report, reducing the constraints faced by women farmers could raise yields on their farms by 20–30 per cent and raise total agricultural output in developing countries by 2.5–4 per cent, thus making a significant impact on food availability (FAO 2011). On the other hand, if we fail to bridge the gender gaps in access to production inputs and services, the growing proportion of women in farming is likely to remain confined to low-productivity agriculture. Infrastructure development and other measures taken to revive agriculture would fail to reach them. In turn, this would undercut world potential for increasing agricultural output and ensuring food security. The situation would be exacerbated by the predicted effects of climate change, which will impinge negatively on the incomes and nutrition of millions of poor farmers, and specially women and children.

6. WOMEN AS FOOD CONSUMERS AND HOUSEHOLD FOOD MANAGERS

The second face of food insecurity is the lack of access to food, despite aggregate availability. There are high inequalities in food access across countries, within countries, and within households. By FAO’s calculations for 2001–2003, there are an estimated 854 million undernourished persons across the world, of which 820 million are in developing countries, largely due to poverty (FAO 2006).

An increase in small farm productivity can reduce poverty and increase food access among such households. But ensuring food security for agricultural labourers and non-farm workers who do not grow their own food will require enhancing their economic resources and employment so that they can buy adequate food; improving delivery systems, including rural roads, for transporting food where it is needed most; and establishing public distribution systems that work. Moreover, simply increasing household-level access is not enough, since there are undernourished women and female children even within non-poor families, due to well-known intra-household distributional inequalities in access to food and health care.

In addition, in many developing countries, non-marketed foods gathered from forests and commons provide an important supplement to diets and hence to food security. The degradation and decline of forests and commons, coupled with women’s reduced access to common pool resources, means a fall in such supplements, especially in the diets of poor women (Agarwal 2010a). Food price spikes and climate change can further exacerbate these gender inequalities.

All this strongly points to the critical need to reduce gender-related inequalities in direct access to the means to acquire food. This is important in itself. But additionally, women’s enhanced access can bring intergenerational benefits. Mothers who are well nourished during pregnancy and lactation enhance the life chances and growth abilities of their children. Assets and incomes in mothers’ hands are also found to have substantially greater positive effects on the nutrition, survival, and health of children, than assets and incomes in fathers’ hands. Moreover, women owning land face significantly lower risk of domestic violence, which in
turn would reduce their own and their children’s health and nutrition risks linked with such violence (Agarwal and Panda 2007).

Increasing women’s direct access to food would, however, require a range of measures, such as raising the productivity of women farmers; improving the capacity of non-farm women to buy food by enhancing their incomes and assets; formulating policies to increase women’s access to food gathered from common pool resources; and initiating schemes that directly raise food availability for women in poor households.

7. INCREASING WOMEN’S FARM PRODUCTIVITY

Increasing the productivity of women farmers is likely to need a range of measures, such as
- recognizing women as farmers and not simply as farm helpers;
- improving women’s direct access to land and tenure security;
- increasing women’s direct access to production credit, agricultural inputs, technology, information on improved agricultural practices, storage and marketing outlets;
- directing more agricultural research and development to crops that women cultivate, based on a better understanding of women’s farming systems; and
- institutional innovations, such as promoting a group approach to farm investment and cultivation.

Let us consider each aspect in turn.

First, the dominant perception of women as farm wives/helpers rather than farmers can seriously affect the way in which assets, information, and productive inputs are directed to farming families. Based on this perception, farm-related services tend to be directed to household men rather than to women farmers themselves. Perception changes could be facilitated by gender-sensitization of government officials who deliver the services. In such sensitization, NGOs and the media could also play a role.

Second, improving women’s direct access to land and assets will require acting on three major sources of land: the family (via gift, inheritance, or transfer of usufruct rights), the State (via land transfers), and the market (via purchase or lease). Access via families depends especially on inheritance laws and their effective implementation. Such laws are gender-equal or moving in that direction in many countries, especially in Asia and Latin America, while remaining unequal in others. In India, for instance, where inheritance laws vary by religion, the 2005 amendment of the Hindu Succession Act made inheritance laws relating to all property, including agricultural land, gender-equal, for over 80 per cent of Indian women who are Hindus (Agarwal 2005a). Laws relating to Christians and Parsis had already been amended to make them gender-equal, but inequalities remain for Muslims and tribal communities (Agarwal 2005b). There are also substantial gaps between de jure and de facto rights in most countries due to poor implementation of laws and social barriers, including male bias in bequeathing
property within families. Exceptions include countries such as Bhutan, where women own an estimated 70 per cent of the land (FAO n.d.-b.), and Sri Lanka, where most women from landed families inherit some land, even if unequal to men (Agarwal 1994). The effective implementation of laws will require not only transforming social norms and attitudes, but also spreading legal literacy, providing legal aid, and gender-sensitizing land registration officials and the judiciary.

In countries where land access is dependent on customary practices and mediated via clans or families, as is common in many communities of sub-Saharan Africa, and where women (as noted) are among the main food producers, increasing security of tenure on an individual basis is likely to prove more difficult (see also Saito, et al. 1994). Here, efforts at creating group rights for women (as discussed below) may be more effective.

The state and the market are important additional sources of immovable assets for women. At present, agricultural land distributed by governments under their anti-poverty, land reform, or resettlement schemes goes largely to men and only limitedly to women, either individually or jointly with husbands. Land titles transferred solely to women could go some way toward compensating for male bias in inheritance. Governments can also facilitate women’s market access to land through subsidized grant-cum-credit schemes for purchasing or leasing in land. In particular, facilitating land leasing for women who are still dependent on agriculture is important, as men move to non-farm jobs, and educated children want to exit farming. For this, innovative institutional arrangements will be needed, since formal land leasing is often difficult, especially due to laws that bar such leasing (as in many states of India), or because landlords fear that tenants, if formally recognized, will acquire rights over their land. Typically, therefore, small tenants depend on informal leasing of small plots for short periods on exploitative terms. Here, alternative institutional forms would help.

One such form could be a public land bank (PLB) established at the level of a village council, as recommended in India by the Twelfth Five Year Plan ‘Working Group on Disadvantaged Farmers, including Women’. Under this proposal (see Agarwal and Sharma 2012), owners wanting to lease out their land would ‘deposit’ it in the PLB for a specified period (say, a year or more), on a voluntary basis, with the freedom to withdraw it with due notice. They would get a small payment on deposit (varying by period of deposit) and a share of the rent should the land be leased out. The PLB could lease the land to designated categories of farmers, such as marginal farmers and women. It would provide a guaranteed lease for a defined period in a consolidated plot of reasonable size, where possible; a calibration of rent with land quality; and a reduction in the uncertainty faced by poor farmers in negotiating leases, sometimes from several owners, to get a viable area. The PLB would thus reduce individual transactions costs for both lessors and lessees, help match land demand and supply, and especially benefit women who tend to get exploited in an unregulated lease market. In could also facilitate land development.
Third, women farmers’ access to credit, production inputs, technical information and marketing outlets needs substantial improvement. A range of measures could help, such as enhancing women’s membership in credit and service cooperatives where these exist, and creating all-women service cooperatives that provide inputs and marketing support; gender-sensitizing providers of technical information to farmers, with a clear emphasis on reaching women farmers; directly training women in new farm practices; and creating special service stations with designated officers to cover groups of villages, whom women could request to provide training, crop information, and support for input purchase and marketing (for elaboration, see GoI 2011).

Fourth, agricultural research and development (R&D) efforts would be more effective if R&D institutions as well as extension services worked with a better understanding of women’s farming systems, including multi-cropping practices. This is especially needed in parts of Africa, where there are notable differences in the crops grown mainly by women and those grown mainly by men. Doss (2001), for instance, after reviewing an extensive literature on African women farmers, covering 25 years, emphasizes the need for developing technologies and crop varieties that take account of the constraints women farmers face. Devising effective ways of delivering extension advice on new agricultural practices is also important (Gilbert, Salaka and Benson 2002), as are efforts to design technology dissemination programmes which recognize women’s constraints and local contexts. Five agencies in sub-Saharan Africa, for instance, helped large numbers of women adopt improved technology by using existing women’s networks to identify women’s needs and reach them quickly; consulting potential beneficiaries to identify their constraints; developing and selecting appropriate technology to overcome those constraints; and paying special attention to poorer women (Saito et al. 1994: 69).

Fifth, the effectiveness of all these measures could be enhanced by institutional innovations in the form of group approaches to farming. There are many potential advantages of women working together in small groups. At a minimum, across a village or ecological zone, women could benefit through cooperation in crop planning and pooling their finances to buy inputs, machinery and crop insurance. Groups can also improve women’s clout with government agencies and so increase their access to formal credit, inputs and information (Braverman et al. 1991). Most importantly, groups can substantially raise women’s chances of accessing land by enlarging their financial pool as well as their bargaining power in land purchase and lease markets. This process could be furthered by state-subsidized credit to groups of women for land purchase or lease.

However, it is with group farming based on pooling owned or leased land that we would expect the most gains in productivity and social empowerment compared with single family units. Potentially, it could help small holders take advantage of economies of scale; spread the risks of farming among a larger number; facilitate experimentation with higher value, more
risk-prone crops with larger payoffs; enlarge scope for crop diversification; allow labour sharing; and bring together a greater diversity of talents, knowledge, and managerial skills. Labour shortages during peak seasons could also be overcome more effectively, both because more labour would be available within the group and because labour could be saved (Foster and Rosenzweig 2010). Moreover, a group would be better placed to enter into non-exploitative contract farming arrangements that (as noted) typically exclude small farmers and women, or include them under exploitative conditions. Within a group, it would also be easier to transfer knowledge about improved farming techniques to a second generation, especially to adolescent girls who could be future farmers and farm managers. In addition, groups would deal better with short-term shocks, such as rising input prices, and the long-term effects of climate change. Collective effort is necessary, for instance, for conserving soils, water and forests. Potentially, these benefits of joint investment and cultivation can extend to both landowners and land lessees. Socially, working in a group can help women overcome disabling social norms that restrict their public interactions in conservative cultures by drawing on the support of other women. In community forest management, for instance, women are found more likely to attend meetings, speak up for their interests, and take on leadership roles, where they constitute a critical mass of 25-30 per cent of the group members (Agarwal 2010a, 2010b).

Overall, therefore, as a group, we would expect the poor to be better protected, both as producers and as consumers. As producers, they would have better prospects of overcoming their production constraints and moving from being deficit to surplus farmers. As consumers, they could more effectively undertake income-smoothing and enjoy welfare benefits. Can this potential be fulfilled in practice? Known examples of group farming suggest so.

There are diverse examples of small farmers cooperating successfully, including for joint planning and investment in farm inputs, collective marketing of produce via cooperatives and producer companies, joint investment in irrigation and other lumpy inputs, and most particularly, group farming by pooling owned, purchased or leased-in land and other resources. Successful group farming with land pooling can be found especially in transition economies and in parts of South Asia. The groups are constituted of families in the former and of poor rural women in the latter (see Agarwal 2010c for details).

Countries in Central Asia and Eastern Europe that undertook large-scale collectivization during the 1950s to 1970s de-collectivized in the 1980s and 1990s, thus enabling farmers to revert to individual family farming. However, many families in countries such as Kyrgyzstan, Romania, and East Germany voluntarily chose to form new group enterprises (with friends, relatives or neighbours) by pooling their land and other resources to farm collectively on the restituted land or by continuing in much downsized former collectives. Productivity in these group enterprises is found to be significantly higher than in individual family farms, since as a group they could overcome constraints arising from small land size, or labour shortages, or lack of access to machinery, and so on.
In the second type of examples, drawn mainly from India, the groups are constituted only of women. The earliest initiative relates to Andhra Pradesh in south India and dates from the 1980s. With the support of the Deccan Development Society (DDS, an NGO), poor, low-caste women in drought-prone Medak district have been leasing in or purchasing land in groups of five to fifteen women, through various government schemes that provide subsidized credit and/or grants (Agarwal 2003, 2010c). The land is then cultivated collectively. The aim is to ensure food security in an environmentally friendly way, through organic farming and multiple cropping. In 2008, the group leasing programme covered 26 villages, cultivating around 85 hectares (ha). In addition, 25 women’s groups were cultivating about 225 ha of purchased land in 21 villages. This land had been bought through a grant-cum-credit scheme of the state government, meant to help poor women purchase land as a group. The land is registered in equal portions in individual women’s names but cultivated jointly. These women would not have been able to buy land or use it as productively on an individual basis. The groups are voluntary in nature, socio-economically homogenous, constituted of women who know each other, small in size, participatory in decision-making, and equitable in task sharing and distribution of produce. Standard collective action problems are solved by peer review at weekly meetings. Some groups grow up to 24 crop varieties a year (the seeds of which they preserve), thus reducing the risk of total crop failure and providing a balanced diet. Group members report that working together has enhanced their ability to overcome production constraints, meet government officials, and enjoy flexibility in labour time. They also report an improvement in family diets and healthcare, among other benefits.

Other examples of group farming can also be found in South Asia. In Andhra Pradesh, India, for instance, through a different initiative from that of DDS, around 7500 women farmers are farming in groups of 25–30 women each, on about 425 ha of dryland in 250 villages. The land is typically obtained on lease, but some women also pool their own land which was uncultivated due to input constraints. The initial impetus for group formation was provided by a five-year project begun in 2000 by the UNDP and the Government of India involving 42,000 women living in around 1000 villages in three states (Burra 2004). Even after the project ended, however, the groups have continued in many villages under other arrangements. Another notable example is the Kudumbashree programme launched by the Government of Kerala (south India) for supporting landless and land-poor women to lease in land for group farming. Additionally, since 2010, the Joint Liability Group (JLG) scheme of NABARD (National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development) has helped link the groups with subsidized credit. There are reported to be several thousand women leasing in land for group farming in all districts of the state. The community has also gained, since the women’s groups have brought substantial fallow land into cultivation. In Bangladesh too, we can find examples of women’s groups leasing in land for joint cultivation. These are found to have notable growth potential, if provided support such as adequate credit.
The above examples demonstrate in different ways the potential of small farmers voluntarily working together in groups for the output and food security gains they bring and the resource constraints they help overcome. In sub-Saharan Africa, where communal systems of land ownership are still widespread, the possibility of women farming collectively warrants similar exploration. We need to know much more, however, about the factors which are most conducive to sustainable group formation; the productivity benefits (carefully measured) of these groups; and the potential for their geographic growth, say by encouraging existing women’s groups, such as India’s self help groups (SHGs)—of which there are over 2.5 million—to take up joint ventures.

8. WOMEN AS CONSUMERS AND FOOD MANAGERS: IMPROVING ACCESS

Women’s role in mitigating hunger for themselves and their families will be served to an important extent by increasing their access to assets and land, and enhancing their farm productivity and control over incomes. But there are also large numbers of women (rural and urban) who depend for their food security on wage employment and non-farm self-employment. Here, food security is linked directly to how many jobs go to women, and whether the schemes that provide work are directed at women.

In recognition of the special role women play in mitigating family hunger, some countries have initiated measures that directly increase women’s resources, such as making conditional cash transfers to women in Latin America (World Bank 2001) or the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MNREGA) in India, which guarantees 100 days of employment for one person per household. Although not specifically directed at women, MNREGA has attracted a large number of women: a study of six states found that women constituted 32 per cent of the MNREGA workers on average (Khera and Nayak 2009: 52).

Many of the general schemes being discussed by governments and international agencies for enhancing food security could also gain from the greater involvement of women. In Andhra Pradesh, for example, federations of women’s SHGs have been buying food grain in bulk and selling them to poor members at a nominal price or on short-term credit, thus contributing to income-smoothing (Nair and Shah 2007). Recent studies show that 55-60 per cent of SHG members are poor and socially disadvantaged (EDA 2006, NCAER 2008), but even when the SHGs are not constituted mainly of the poor, they can reach the poor. The DDS women’s groups, described earlier, have also set up community grain banks (Agarwal 2003). All this suggests that women’s groups could prove effective in creating local buffer stocks and regional food banks and in improving the public distribution systems networks if they had access to infrastructure for food storage and distribution. Women-inclusive forest governance can also bring substantial gains both in terms of improved conservation outcomes and women’s greater access to gathered food items (Agarwal 2010a).
Essentially, viewing agriculture and related sectors through the lens of gender will reveal the many ways in which women farmers are contributing to food systems globally, and help pinpoint mechanisms for making their efforts more effective. This would also improve the chances of achieving several millennium development goals, such as ending poverty and hunger, increasing gender equality, and improving child health and maternal health.

An additional challenge lies in improving the statistical base for assessing and monitoring gender-differentiated access to land, farm credit, inputs, technical information and marketing, as well as monitoring nutrition and health indictors for women and children in both poor and non-poor households.

9. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Ensuring food security is both the most basic of development issues and the most complex. Gender inequalities are a significant part of the problem and reducing those inequalities will be a critical part of the solution. The inequalities women face as producers reduce the potential productivity of agriculture and hence of overall food availability in countries, regions, and worldwide. It does so both by failing to take into account the specific constraints that women farmers face, even as dependence on women farmers grows, and by failing to recognize that in particular contexts the productivity gains would be higher if existing inputs were directed at women. Estimates indicate the potential of substantial productivity gains from bridging gender gaps in land security and access to inputs and services. However, this will need not only technical and financial support, but also institutional innovation, including more group approaches to farm investment and management.

Similarly, the inequalities women face as consumers adversely affects both their own well-being as well as that of future generations of children who inherit the disabilities arising from poor maternal health. Reducing inequalities embedded in women's access to income-earning opportunities and productive assets would not only benefit women themselves but also their children, by enhancing women's bargaining power within the home and so their ability to direct more household resources to children's well-being.

Reducing gender inequalities faced by women as farmers and workers is therefore an imperative both for its intrinsic importance and for its wider implications. Doing so could prove to be a wise strategy for tackling food crises and creating a food-secure world.
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